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23 Ways to Loving Your Life and Yourself

1. Accept yourself as you are. You are who you are and you cannot change this. The

first say step towards self-love is to love every piece of you. Give more love to your

vulnerable pieces. Except that it’s okay to feel sad, lonely, anxious or needy at times.

If we didn’t have these periods in our life we would never understand the positive. 

2. Take this time to recognize your own personal values and honor them each and

everyday.

3. Practice compassion. Not only for others but also more importantly for yourself. We

are allowed to experience the gamut of emotions. We are allowed to be scared,

scattered, tired, joyous, overwhelmed and uncomfortable. We are allowed to have

bad days just as we are allowed to have good. Be kinder to those who exhibit

negative feelings or behaviors and recognize that these are collections for how they

feel internally.

4. Spend more time doing activities that you enjoy. These activities can be exercise,

spending time outdoors in nature or creative activities such as journaling or painting.

Spend more time creating joy.

5. Practice the pause. Relax. Just breathe and relax. When you spend the extra moment

with your thoughts you are less apt to say things you don’t need. You also give

yourself more time to see the positive rather than the negative. Take a couple of

deep breaths, or perhaps calming stance. The moment you’re in will pass.

6. Create time to give to others who are less fortunate than you are. Donate to others

whether it is through time or financial. Make space in your life to give.
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7. Create a list of things you love about yourself. At first it may appear to be a difficult

task to accomplish. If needed reflect back to earlier times such as when you were

younger and had fewer responsibilities.

8. Create a daily list of accomplishments. Then ask yourself questions such as “did I

improve” or “did I help others.” Acknowledge the accomplishments where there was

improvement or when there was more thought given to what you can give to others.

9. Spend more time listening to your intuition and less time listening to your inner

voice.

10. Spend more time with positive people who share your values. Create a go-getter

support team. Those are the type of women that we need to be surrounded with.

11. Sever ties with people who do not support you. Two things will happen either the

person will never support you or in due time they’ll come back and explain their

reasoning why. The reason will most likely detail internal conflict that existed within

them.

12. Remind yourself that thoughts are just thoughts and they are not real. If needed add

phrases to the end of your negative thoughts. As an example “I feel like a failure”

would become “ I feel like a failure and that’s just a thought” or even “I feel like a

failure and that’s okay.” The first option reminds you it’s just a thought while the 2nd

option reminds you it’s just a thought, but you’re supported, and the thought will

pass.

13. Eliminate your crushes and your vices. Some examples of these may be drinking,

smoking, overeating, isolating. These behaviors are keeping you from feeling your

own feelings and in order to move forward you need to no longer rely on them. Le

them go.
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14. Stop comparing yourself to other women. We never know what’s happening within

and everyone is fighting his or her own battle. The surface level that we initially see

hides demons are underneath.

15. Practice mindfulness. Send more time in the moment you are in and less time

thinking about the past or the future. Time that is spent thinking of moments that

have passed are irreplaceable. And when we spend our time thinking of what will

come we become anxious. We cannot change the past and we cannot control the

outcome of what will come but the moment we are in right now, well that’s beautiful

and that’s ours.

16. Start saying yes. Be open to opportunities as they arise rather than continuing to be

closed off to experiences that are unfamiliar.

17. Release the need to judge. Remind yourself that when we judge others it directly

points to unresolved emotions that reside within us.

18. Speak your truth. Be honest about who you are and embrace every single piece of

you.

19. Express your emotions. Don’t keep them bottled up inside.

20. Journal your thoughts. Free write anything that comes to your mind for at least 10

minutes a day. The act of journaling is a simple exercise to understand our thoughts

but it also creates a healthy release and if a first step in the process of letting go of

emotions that are holding you back.

21. Spend more time in gratitude. Be grateful for everything you have. What might seem

small and the big things as well. Create an intention to journal what you are grateful

for or create a gratitude jar. Get with me if you’d like to try this one and I’ll explain it

further.
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22. Have an open mind. When we are open life comes free and easy. When we continue

to remain set in our own patterns, behaviors and expectations we create

unnecessary obstacles that perpetuate larger problems and limit growth. Being open

creates happiness

23. Love. Love and love. When all the “I’m sorry’s” have been said and we’ve let go of all

of our regrets the only way to move forward is to step into love. When we love and

accept ourselves we allow the world to as well.

Just remember, you are not perfect and you’re not meant to be either. You are meant to be

the beautiful, unique, powerful women that you are. So go on now, give yourself all that

love that you never felt you deserved, because you do. You are worthy of love. You are

enough. More than enough.
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